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subscribers at once, email marketing 
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to method for businesses to promote 
their products and services. However, 

finding the right email marketing service to suit your needs 
can be challenging, especially with so many options. In this 
article, we’ll take a look at seven email marketing services 
that you’ve probably never heard of, and explore what 
makes each of them great for small businesses.
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Thanks for checking out our 103rd issue 
of Clicks, your online marketing resource 
guide for small business. Each month 
we will be covering topics that resonate 
with local businesses just like yours.

Our goal is simple. We want to enable you 
to do big things online, and it all starts by 
breaking down the complexities of mar-
keting your business online.

It doesn’t matter if you’re just starting out, 
or an established business owner in your 
local community, you can always benefit 
from increasing your brand’s
visibility online. 

To your Success,

Your Name Here
Your Title Here 

(Your Business Name) is the leading small 
business marketing service in the (insert area) 
for over (insert years).  We help small businesses 
connect with more customers online. 

If you want to build your business, you need 
to market, it’s that simple. But you can lose 
thousands of dollars if you don’t know what 
you are doing. So we urge you to take action 
with some of the strategies we recommend.

For a more “hands off” approach, we offer 
affordable solutions that can deliver results. 
We hope you enjoy this issue of Clicks and feel 
free to reach out to us anytime.
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THE TOP

EMAIL SERVICES
You’ve Never Heard of – Until Now

Email marketing has become a crucial tool for businesses looking to connect with their custom-Email marketing has become a crucial tool for businesses looking to connect with their custom-
ers and drive revenue. With the ability to reach thousands of subscribers at once, email market-ers and drive revenue. With the ability to reach thousands of subscribers at once, email market-
ing has established itself as a proven go-to method for businesses to promote their products and ing has established itself as a proven go-to method for businesses to promote their products and 
services. However, finding the right email marketing service to suit your business needs can be services. However, finding the right email marketing service to suit your business needs can be 
challenging, especially with so many options available in the market.challenging, especially with so many options available in the market. 

While popular email marketing services like MailChimp and Constant Contact have had a good 
run, there are many other lesser-known services that can better suit your business needs.

In this article, we’ll take a detailed look at seven email marketing services that you’ve probably 
never heard of, and explore what makes each of them unique and beneficial for small businesses.



ConvertKit is a powerful email marketing service de-
signed to help businesses generate more conversions 
and revenue. The platform is known for its advanced 
automation tools, including custom email funnels, 
smart filters, and link triggers, making it easy to en-
gage with your subscribers and keep them interested 
in your brand.

Furthermore, ConvertKit boasts a 98% delivery rate, 
ensuring that your emails will always reach your sub-
scribers. In addition, the platform has an average open 
rate of 30%, according to their website, making it a 
great choice for businesses looking to maximize their 
email marketing efforts.

Pricing: ConvertKit offers a free version of its platform, and custom pricing 
for enterprise-level businesses with over 365,000 subscribers.

Mailmodo is a user-friendly email marketing service that 
offers a free plan allowing you to send up to 10,000 emails 
monthly. If you need to send more emails, you can choose 
from four premium plans that offer more email sends each 
month.

The platform’s no-code, drag-and-drop editor makes craft-
ing emails a breeze. Mailmodo also offers several customiz-
able templates, making it easy to create professional-look-
ing emails in no time.

If you ever run into problems while using the service, 
Mailmodo offers 24/7 customer support, ensuring you al-
ways have the help you need.

Pricing: A free plan is available. Premium plans start at $99 monthly.



Mailgun is an email marketing service that offers a 
variety of email solutions, including email marketing, 
tracking, parsing, and more. Mailgun’s email API also 
makes it easy for developers to integrate it into their 
apps.

In addition, Mailgun’s email analytics feature ensures 
email delivery, and there’s also an email validation fea-
ture to ensure your emails are sent without typos.

Pricing: Mailgun offers a free plan that allows sending up to 10,000 monthly 
emails. You can opt for its premium plans which start at $35 monthly if you 
want even more features.

SendPulse is an all-in-one marketing platform that al-
lows you to send emails, web push notifications, Facebook 
messages, and more. The platform offers a user-friendly 
interface and allows you to create responsive emails with-
out writing a line of code. You can also use any of the 130+ 
templates available on the platform.

Additionally, SendPulse has a drag-and-drop editor that lets 
you design subscription forms that can then be integrated 
into a website. Aside from regular websites, SendPulse also 
supports integration with PipeDrive, WordPress, Zapier, and 
other tools.

Pricing: SendPulse has a free version available, while paid plans start at $8 
per month.

Stripo is an email design platform that offers hundreds of 
easy-to-use email templates, making it easy to create pro-
fessional-looking emails. The service provides users with the 
tools they need to create all types of emails, including news-
letters, promotional emails, and transactional emails.

After creating an email, Stripo lets you test how it’ll look on 
different platforms, and you can have colleagues or clients 
view potential emails before sending them off to subscrib-
ers.

Pricing: Stripo has four plans, from free to $95 per month, priced according 
to the number of recipients and features.



Mailjet is a user-friendly email marketing service 
that’s best for marketers and development teams. The 
platform has a drag-and-drop email builder that lets 
you quickly create emails and templates.

Mailjet also features an interactive design so you can 
give team members access and let them work on it 
individually. Email tracking lets you monitor how your 
sent emails are doing, and you can check metrics such 
as email delivery, bounce rate, and open rate.

Pricing: If you decide to use Mailjet, you can choose between a free plan 
that lets you send up to 6,000 emails or any of the four premium plans start-
ing at $15 monthly.

Omnisend is an all-in-one email marketing service that 
combines emails, SMS, and other channels. The platform 
also lets you create customizable forms for collecting in-
formation from website visitors, making it easy to segment 
subscribers and send targeted messages.

Omnisend makes it easy to create engaging content, per-
sonalize your emails, and conduct A/B testing to see what 
works best for your business. With its all-in-one features, 
automation, and numerous template options, Omnisend 
is one of the best email marketing services on the market.

Pricing: New users can use this service for free. However, to fully enjoy 
the tool, you’ll need to subscribe to a premium plan which is priced based 
on the number of email recipients.



Choosing the right email marketing service can make a big difference in the success of your Choosing the right email marketing service can make a big difference in the success of your 
email marketing efforts. When selecting a service, it’s important to consider factors like ease of email marketing efforts. When selecting a service, it’s important to consider factors like ease of 
use, features and functionality, pricing, integration, and customer support. Additionally, following use, features and functionality, pricing, integration, and customer support. Additionally, following 
best practices like building a quality email list, creating engaging content, personalizing your best practices like building a quality email list, creating engaging content, personalizing your 
emails, conducting A/B testing, and analyzing your campaign’s results can help improve the emails, conducting A/B testing, and analyzing your campaign’s results can help improve the 
success of your email marketing campaigns.success of your email marketing campaigns.

In conclusion, these seven lesser-known email marketing services offer unique features and In conclusion, these seven lesser-known email marketing services offer unique features and 
benefits that can help take your business to new heights. Whether you’re looking for advanced benefits that can help take your business to new heights. Whether you’re looking for advanced 
automation tools, customizable templates, or an all-in-one marketing platform, there’s an email automation tools, customizable templates, or an all-in-one marketing platform, there’s an email 
marketing service out there that’s perfect for your business needs.marketing service out there that’s perfect for your business needs.



Local SEO 2023:Local SEO 2023:
THE 5 TRENDS

The Local SEO landscape has evolved dramatically over the years and as a business owner, it’s The Local SEO landscape has evolved dramatically over the years and as a business owner, it’s 
your job to keep up with the latest trends if you want to remain competitive on the serps. Failing your job to keep up with the latest trends if you want to remain competitive on the serps. Failing 
to stay ahead of the curve can result in lost business and opportunities you don’t want to miss to stay ahead of the curve can result in lost business and opportunities you don’t want to miss 
out on. out on. 

Having said that, maintaining a strong online presence is essential for success, and search en-Having said that, maintaining a strong online presence is essential for success, and search en-
gine optimization (SEO) is a critical part of achieving that.gine optimization (SEO) is a critical part of achieving that.

In 2023, several trends are set to shape the world of online search, and local businesses must In 2023, several trends are set to shape the world of online search, and local businesses must 
adapt to stay relevant. From voice search to video search, these trends offer exciting opportu-adapt to stay relevant. From voice search to video search, these trends offer exciting opportu-
nities for businesses to improve their online visibility and connect with their target audience in nities for businesses to improve their online visibility and connect with their target audience in 
new and innovative ways. By optimizing your website for these trends, you’ll be able to attract new and innovative ways. By optimizing your website for these trends, you’ll be able to attract 
more visitors, increase your visibility, and ultimately, drive growth.more visitors, increase your visibility, and ultimately, drive growth.

In this article, we’ll explore the top five trends in online search for 2023 and provide actionable In this article, we’ll explore the top five trends in online search for 2023 and provide actionable 
tips to help you take advantage of them. Whether you’re a small business owner or a marketer, tips to help you take advantage of them. Whether you’re a small business owner or a marketer, 
these tips will help you stay ahead of the game and succeed in the competitive world of online these tips will help you stay ahead of the game and succeed in the competitive world of online 
search. So, let’s dive in and discover how you can optimize your website for success in 2023.search. So, let’s dive in and discover how you can optimize your website for success in 2023.

YOU CAN’T IGNORE



Voice Search#1#1
Voice search is rapidly gaining popularity, with more and more people using digital assistants like Voice search is rapidly gaining popularity, with more and more people using digital assistants like 
Siri, Alexa, and Google Assistant to find information online. According to a recent study, by 2024, Siri, Alexa, and Google Assistant to find information online. According to a recent study, by 2024, 
55% of households are expected to have a smart speaker, up from 13% in 2018. To optimize your 55% of households are expected to have a smart speaker, up from 13% in 2018. To optimize your 
website for voice search, you’ll need to focus on using natural language and long-tail keywords website for voice search, you’ll need to focus on using natural language and long-tail keywords 
that reflect the way people speak and search for information. This means using conversational that reflect the way people speak and search for information. This means using conversational 
phrases that sound like something you’d say to a friend. You’ll also need to ensure that your phrases that sound like something you’d say to a friend. You’ll also need to ensure that your 
website is optimized for local search, as many voice searches are local in nature. By optimizing website is optimized for local search, as many voice searches are local in nature. By optimizing 
for voice search, you’ll be able to tap into a growing audience of users who prefer to search by for voice search, you’ll be able to tap into a growing audience of users who prefer to search by 
voice.voice.

PRO TIP: 
To optimize for voice search, consider using schema markup to mark up your content. To optimize for voice search, consider using schema markup to mark up your content. 
Schema markup is a form of structured data that helps search engines understand the Schema markup is a form of structured data that helps search engines understand the 
content on your website better. By using schema markup, you can provide additional content on your website better. By using schema markup, you can provide additional 
context to search engines about your content, which can help you rank better in voice context to search engines about your content, which can help you rank better in voice 
search results. For example, you can use schema markup to mark up your FAQ pages, search results. For example, you can use schema markup to mark up your FAQ pages, 
which can help you rank for voice search queries that start with “how,” “what,” and “why.” which can help you rank for voice search queries that start with “how,” “what,” and “why.” 
By using schema markup, you can increase the chances of your content being selected By using schema markup, you can increase the chances of your content being selected 
as the featured snippet in voice search results.as the featured snippet in voice search results.



Mobile-First Indexing#2#2
Mobile-first indexing is a critical trend in online search, as more people use their mobile de-Mobile-first indexing is a critical trend in online search, as more people use their mobile de-
vices to access the internet. In 2023, it’s estimated that there will be 7.33 billion mobile users vices to access the internet. In 2023, it’s estimated that there will be 7.33 billion mobile users 
worldwide. To optimize your website for mobile-first indexing, you’ll need to focus on using worldwide. To optimize your website for mobile-first indexing, you’ll need to focus on using 
responsive design and fast-loading pages that are designed specifically for mobile devices. This responsive design and fast-loading pages that are designed specifically for mobile devices. This 
means designing your website to fit different screen sizes and using images and videos that are means designing your website to fit different screen sizes and using images and videos that are 
optimized for mobile. optimized for mobile. 

You’ll also need to ensure that your website is optimized for speed, as mobile users are noto-You’ll also need to ensure that your website is optimized for speed, as mobile users are noto-
riously impatient and will quickly abandon a website that takes too long to load. By optimizing riously impatient and will quickly abandon a website that takes too long to load. By optimizing 
for mobile-first indexing, you’ll ensure that your website is accessible to the growing number of for mobile-first indexing, you’ll ensure that your website is accessible to the growing number of 
users who access the internet via their mobile devices.users who access the internet via their mobile devices.

PRO TIP: 

Use Use Google’s Mobile-FriendlyGoogle’s Mobile-Friendly Test to check if your website is optimized for mobile. If it’s  Test to check if your website is optimized for mobile. If it’s 
not, use Google’s Mobile Usability Report to identify and fix any issues.not, use Google’s Mobile Usability Report to identify and fix any issues.

“”In 2023, it’s estimated that there will be In 2023, it’s estimated that there will be 
7.33 billion7.33 billion mobile users worldwide. mobile users worldwide.

https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly


Artificial Intelligence (AI)#3#3
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming the way that search engines process and deliver search Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming the way that search engines process and deliver search 
results, making them more personalized and relevant to users. In 2023, AI is expected to become results, making them more personalized and relevant to users. In 2023, AI is expected to become 
more sophisticated, making it even more important to optimize your website for this trend. To more sophisticated, making it even more important to optimize your website for this trend. To 
optimize your website for AI, you’ll need to focus on creating high-quality content that matches optimize your website for AI, you’ll need to focus on creating high-quality content that matches 
user intent. This means understanding the questions that your target audience is asking and user intent. This means understanding the questions that your target audience is asking and 
creating content that provides clear, concise, and informative answers. You’ll also need to use creating content that provides clear, concise, and informative answers. You’ll also need to use 
structured data markup to provide search engines with the information they need to understand structured data markup to provide search engines with the information they need to understand 
your content and deliver it to users in a personalized way.your content and deliver it to users in a personalized way.

PRO TIP: 

Consider implementing natural language processing (NLP) techniques into your content Consider implementing natural language processing (NLP) techniques into your content 
creation and optimization process. By using NLP, you can create content that matches creation and optimization process. By using NLP, you can create content that matches 
user intent more effectively, identify gaps in your competitors’ coverage, and create con-user intent more effectively, identify gaps in your competitors’ coverage, and create con-
tent that provides clear and concise answers to common questions. Incorporating NLP tent that provides clear and concise answers to common questions. Incorporating NLP 
into your content strategy can help you better optimize your content for AI-powered into your content strategy can help you better optimize your content for AI-powered 
search engines. By incorporating NLP into your content strategy, you can improve your search engines. By incorporating NLP into your content strategy, you can improve your 
website’s visibility and drive more traffic from AI-powered search engines.website’s visibility and drive more traffic from AI-powered search engines.



Featured Snippets#4#4
Featured snippets are a powerful way to increase your website’s visibility and drive more traffic. Featured snippets are a powerful way to increase your website’s visibility and drive more traffic. 
These are concise, direct answers to searches that appear at the top of SERPs. According to These are concise, direct answers to searches that appear at the top of SERPs. According to 
a study by Ahrefs, 12.29% of search queries have featured snippets. To optimize your website a study by Ahrefs, 12.29% of search queries have featured snippets. To optimize your website 
for featured snippets, you’ll need to focus on creating content that is concise, informative, and for featured snippets, you’ll need to focus on creating content that is concise, informative, and 
well-structured. This means using clear headings, bullet points, and other formatting techniques well-structured. This means using clear headings, bullet points, and other formatting techniques 
to make your content easy to read and understand. You’ll also need to use natural language and to make your content easy to read and understand. You’ll also need to use natural language and 
provide clear, direct answers to common search queries.provide clear, direct answers to common search queries.

PRO TIP: 

Create content that provides direct answers to common questions related to your busi-Create content that provides direct answers to common questions related to your busi-
ness. Use bullet points, numbered lists, and tables to make your content easy understand. ness. Use bullet points, numbered lists, and tables to make your content easy understand. 
Consider using schema markup to provide additional context to search engines about Consider using schema markup to provide additional context to search engines about 
your content, which can help you rank better in featured snippets. Also, optimize your your content, which can help you rank better in featured snippets. Also, optimize your 
content for specific long-tail keywords that are likely to be used in voice search queries to content for specific long-tail keywords that are likely to be used in voice search queries to 
increase your chances of appearing in a featured snippet.increase your chances of appearing in a featured snippet.

 You can also use Google’s “People Also Ask” feature to identify common questions related  You can also use Google’s “People Also Ask” feature to identify common questions related 
to your target keywords. Answer those questions in your content to increase your chanc-to your target keywords. Answer those questions in your content to increase your chanc-
es of appearing in featured snippets.es of appearing in featured snippets.



Video Search#5#5
Video search is an increasingly important trend in online search, as more and more users turn to Video search is an increasingly important trend in online search, as more and more users turn to 
video-sharing platforms like YouTube to find information. In 2023, it’s estimated that video will video-sharing platforms like YouTube to find information. In 2023, it’s estimated that video will 
account for 82% of all internet traffic. To optimize your website for video search, you’ll need to account for 82% of all internet traffic. To optimize your website for video search, you’ll need to 
focus on creating high-quality video content that is informative, engaging, and relevant to your focus on creating high-quality video content that is informative, engaging, and relevant to your 
target audience. This means understanding the questions that your audience is asking and cre-target audience. This means understanding the questions that your audience is asking and cre-
ating videos that provide clear and concise answers. You’ll also need to use descriptive titles and ating videos that provide clear and concise answers. You’ll also need to use descriptive titles and 
descriptions, provide transcripts and closed captions, and use video schema markup to ensure descriptions, provide transcripts and closed captions, and use video schema markup to ensure 
that your videos are easily discoverable by search engines.that your videos are easily discoverable by search engines.

PRO TIP: 

Consider using interactive videos to engage your audience and improve search engine Consider using interactive videos to engage your audience and improve search engine 
rankings. Interactive elements like quizzes, polls, and calls-to-action can encourage view-rankings. Interactive elements like quizzes, polls, and calls-to-action can encourage view-
ers to stay engaged for longer periods and provide valuable data about your audience. By ers to stay engaged for longer periods and provide valuable data about your audience. By 
using interactive videos, you can differentiate your content from competitors and provide using interactive videos, you can differentiate your content from competitors and provide 
a unique and engaging experience for your viewers. a unique and engaging experience for your viewers. 



In conclusion, staying on top of the latest trends in online search can help you attract more In conclusion, staying on top of the latest trends in online search can help you attract more 
visitors to your website and grow your business. By optimizing your website for voice search, visitors to your website and grow your business. By optimizing your website for voice search, 
mobile-first indexing, AI, featured snippets, and video search, you’ll ensure that your website mobile-first indexing, AI, featured snippets, and video search, you’ll ensure that your website 
is visible and accessible to potential customers. Keep in mind that these trends are constantly is visible and accessible to potential customers. Keep in mind that these trends are constantly 
evolving, so it’s important to stay up-to-date with the latest developments and adjust your strat-evolving, so it’s important to stay up-to-date with the latest developments and adjust your strat-
egies accordingly. By doing so, you’ll be well-positioned to succeed in the competitive world of egies accordingly. By doing so, you’ll be well-positioned to succeed in the competitive world of 
online search. online search. 



99
Website Updates You
Can Make to Instantly 

INCREASE
CONVERSIONSCONVERSIONS

As a local business owner, your website is your digital storefront. It’s where potential customers 
go to learn about your business, and ultimately, decide whether to make a purchase. But, just 
having a website isn’t enough. You need to ensure that your website is optimized for conversion. 
The better your conversions are, the more revenue you will earn. Here are nine smart updates 
that that you can make to help increase your website conversions and turn more visitors into 
customers.



UPDATE #1: 
IMPROVE WEBSITE 
SPEED

Kissmetrics reports that a 1-second delay 
in page load time can result in a 7% reduc-
tion in conversions. To improve your web-
site speed, consider compressing images, 
minifying code, and enabling caching. Ad-
ditionally, consider upgrading your web-
site hosting to a faster server if necessary.

A slow website can have a significant im-
pact on your conversion rate. 

UPDATE #2: 
SIMPLIFY NAVIGATION

A complicated navigation menu can make it 
difficult for visitors to find what they’re looking 
for. To simplify navigation, consider organiz-
ing your menu into clear categories and using 
dropdown menus to provide additional infor-
mation. Additionally, make sure your naviga-
tion menu is consistent across your website 
to avoid confusion. 

Check out the navigation menu on the web-
site for The Home Depot.

FOR EXAMPLE

FOR EXAMPLE



UPDATE #3: 
USE COMPELLING 
HEADLINES

Take a look at the headlines on the website 
for Airbnb.

Your website’s headlines are the first thing 
visitors see and can have a significant im-
pact on their decision to stay or leave. To 
create compelling headlines, focus on ben-
efits rather than features. Additionally, use 
clear and concise language and consider 
using emotional triggers to create a sense 
of urgency. 

Your website’s design can play a criti-
cal role in its conversion rate. To improve 
your website design, consider using a clean 
and modern layout, clear typography, and 
high-quality images. Additionally, make sure 
your website is mobile-friendly to ensure a 
positive user experience across all devices. 

Check out the website for Warby Parker for an 
excellent example of clean, modern design.

FOR EXAMPLE

FOR EXAMPLE

UPDATE #4: 
IMPROVE YOUR 
WEBSITE DESIGN



UPDATE #5: 
USE CALLS-TO
-ACTION (CTAS)

Take a look at the CTAs on the website for 
HubSpot.

Calls-to-action (CTAs) are an essential ele-
ment of any website’s design. To create ef-
fective CTAs, use action-oriented language 
and make them stand out on the page. Ad-
ditionally, consider using contrasting colors 
to draw attention to your CTAs and ensure 
they’re visible across all devices. 

UPDATE #6: 
USE TESTIMONIALS 
AND REVIEWS

Testimonials and reviews can help build 
trust with your website visitors and encour-
age them to take action. To use testimonials 
and reviews effectively, make sure they’re 
prominently displayed on your website and 
use social proof to demonstrate the value 
of your products or services. Additionally, 
consider using video testimonials for added 
impact. 

Check out the testimonials section on the 
website for Shopify.

FOR EXAMPLE

FOR EXAMPLE



UPDATE #7:
IMPLEMENT LIVE CHAT

Take a look at the live chat feature on the website 
for Zappos.

Live chat can be a powerful tool for improving your 
website’s conversion rate. By providing real-time 
support to visitors, you can address any concerns 
they may have and increase their likelihood of con-
verting. To implement live chat effectively, make 
sure it’s prominently displayed on your website and 
staffed by knowledgeable representatives who can 
provide helpful support. 

FOR EXAMPLE

UPDATE #8:
ADD A CHATBOT

Chatbots can be an excellent way to provide 
real-time support to website visitors and im-
prove your website’s conversion rate. Chatbots 
can answer common questions, provide prod-
uct recommendations, and even help visitors 
complete purchases. 

Check out the chatbot on the website for H&M, 
which can help visitors find products and make 
purchases.

FOR EXAMPLE



UPDATE #9: IMPLEMENT EXIT INTENT

website for online retailer Macy’s uses an exit intent pop-up to offer a 25% discount to visitors 
who sign up for their email newsletter. The pop-up appears when a visitor is about to leave the 
website, and it encourages them to stay on the site by offering a significant discount. 

Pop-ups Exit intent pop-ups are designed to trigger when a visitor is about to leave your website. 
By offering a compelling offer or incentive, you can persuade visitors to stay on your website 
longer and increase the likelihood of conversion. Consider using exit intent pop-ups to offer a 
discount, free trial, or other incentive to encourage visitors to take action. 

FOR EXAMPLE

x



By implementing these nine changes, you can create a website that not only looks great but is 
also optimized for conversions. Remember, optimizing your website is an ongoing process, and 
it’s essential to continually monitor your website’s performance and make changes as needed. 
By providing a positive user experience and clear calls-to-action, you can turn your website into 
a powerful tool for driving business growth. Whether you’re a small business owner or a large 
corporation, these strategies are proven to get results and should be a core part of your website 
optimization strategy. 

So what are you waiting for? Start making these changes today and watch your conversions soar!



HOW TO BUILD A BETTER

CHATBOTCHATBOT
Strategies for Success

In the ever-evolving digital landscape, chat-
bots have emerged as powerful allies for local 
businesses. These AI-powered assistants not 
only enhance customer experiences by pro-
viding instant support and tailored solutions 
but also offer cost-effective alternatives to tra-
ditional customer service methods. By auto-
mating routine tasks and streamlining com-
munication, chatbots empower businesses to 
operate more efficiently and focus on what 
truly matters – building lasting relationships 
with customers and fostering growth.

In the ever-evolving digital landscape, chat-
bots have emerged as powerful allies for local 
businesses. These AI-powered assistants not 
only enhance customer experiences by pro-
viding instant support and tailored solutions 
but also offer cost-effective alternatives to tra-
ditional customer service methods. By auto-
mating routine tasks and streamlining com-

munication, chatbots empower businesses to 
operate more efficiently and focus on what 
truly matters – building lasting relationships 
with customers and fostering growth.

In this guide, we’ll share inspiring real-life ex-
amples of chatbots in action across various 
industries, demonstrating their versatility and 
the immense value they can bring to your op-
erations. Plus, we’ll provide actionable strate-
gies and practical tips to guide you through 
the process of selecting, implementing, and 
optimizing chatbots to best suit your business 
needs.

So, buckle up and prepare to embark on a 
transformative journey that will reshape the 
way you conduct business, engage with cus-
tomers, and drive success.  It’s time to em-
brace the future and make chatbots an inte-
gral part of your growth strategy!
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CHATBOTS IN ACTION: REAL-LIFE EXAMPLES

To understand the impact of chatbots on local businesses, let’s explore some success sto-
ries:

A local pizzeria implemented a chatbot on its Facebook page, enabling customers to place 
orders directly through Messenger. The chatbot upsold additional items like drinks and des-
serts, leading to a 25% increase in average order value. Moreover, the chatbot’s ability to 
handle multiple orders simultaneously and provide instant responses improved customer 
satisfaction and loyalty.

A personal trainer used a chatbot on her website to answer frequently asked questions, 
book classes, and collect leads. By automating these tasks, she saved time and resources, 
allowing her & her staff to focus on delivering exceptional in-person workout experiences. 
The chatbot also helped increase class bookings by 20% and boosted lead generation by 
35%.

A local dental practice integrated a chatbot into its website to schedule appointments, 
provide dental care tips, and offer personalized treatment recommendations. The chatbot 
not only improved patient engagement but also reduced no-shows and last-minute can-
cellations by sending automated appointment reminders.

A local chiropractic clinic utilized a chatbot on its website to provide general informa-
tion about chiropractic care, answer common questions about treatments, and help users 
schedule appointments. The chatbot also offered a brief self-assessment questionnaire to 
help potential patients determine if chiropractic care might be suitable for them. As a result, 
the clinic saw a 30% increase in new patient bookings and enhanced patient education 
about the services offered.



An accounting service introduced a chatbot on its website to assist clients with basic tax-relat-
ed inquiries, offer personalized financial tips, and streamline the process of booking consultations. 
The chatbot’s ability to provide instant answers to common questions reduced the burden on the 
accounting firm’s customer support team, allowing them to focus on more complex client issues. 
Furthermore, the chatbot helped increase the firm’s consultation bookings by 18% and improved 
client satisfaction with timely, accurate information.

A local spa implemented a chatbot on its website to showcase various spa services, answer fre-
quently asked questions about treatments, and facilitate appointment bookings. The chatbot also 
provided personalized recommendations based on users’ preferences and needs. This user-friendly 
approach led to a 22% increase in appointment bookings and a more streamlined booking process, 
ultimately enhancing the overall customer experience. 

A hair salon integrated a chatbot into its website and social media channels, allowing clients to 
browse available services, view stylists’ portfolios, and book appointments. The chatbot also offered 
a virtual consultation feature, where users could upload a photo and receive personalized hairstyle 
suggestions based on their face shape and preferences. This innovative approach boosted appoint-
ment bookings by 28% and increased user engagement, as clients appreciated the personalized 
attention and tailored recommendations.

A local landscaping service incorporated a chatbot on its website to provide information about 
the range of services offered, answer common questions about landscaping projects, and collect 
customer inquiries for quotes. The chatbot also featured a project estimation tool that allowed 
users to input their yard size and desired landscaping elements, generating a rough cost estimate 
based on the provided information. This convenient approach led to a 26% increase in quote re-
quests and enabled the landscaping service to better manage customer expectations and stream-
line the initial consultation process.



A tattoo removal clinic adopted a chatbot on its website to provide information about the 
tattoo removal process, answer frequently asked questions, and schedule consultations. The 
chatbot also featured an interactive tool where users could upload a photo of their tattoo, and 
it would generate an estimated cost and timeline for the removal process based on the tat-
too’s size, colors, and complexity. This innovative approach increased consultation bookings 
by 32% and improved customer satisfaction by offering a user-friendly, personalized experi-
ence that helped set realistic expectations for the tattoo removal process.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT CHATBOT SERVICE

Selecting the perfect chatbot service for your local business is crucial for maximizing its poten-
tial. Here’s an overview of some popular chatbot platforms and their key features:

ManyChat is a user-friendly platform specifically designed for Facebook 
Messenger. It offers visual drag-and-drop editing, making it easy for busi-
nesses to create and customize their chatbots. ManyChat is ideal for busi-
nesses looking to leverage the power of social media.

MobileMonkey is a multi-channel chatbot platform supporting Facebook 
Messenger, SMS, and web chat. It provides advanced chatbot features like 
AI-driven dialogue, making it suitable for businesses seeking a comprehen-
sive chatbot solution.

Chatfuel is another popular choice for creating chatbots for Facebook Mes-
senger. It provides an easy-to-use interface, allowing users to create chat-
bots without any coding knowledge. Its robust analytics and integrations 
make it an excellent option for businesses focused on data-driven insights.

Tars is a chatbot platform 
that allows businesses to 
create web-based chatbots 
with customizable templates. 
It’s a great option for busi-
nesses looking to integrate 
chatbots directly into their 
websites.

Building from scratch: For businesses with technical expertise, building a 
custom chatbot from scratch using programming languages like Python or 
JavaScript offers complete control over the chatbot’s func-
tionality and design. Several libraries and frameworks, 
such as Rasa or Microsoft Bot Framework, can facil-
itate this process.



To make your chatbot more effective, follow these tips and tricks:

EMPOWERING YOUR CHATBOT: USEFUL TIPS & TRICKS

1. Set up a fallback response for when your 
chatbot doesn’t understand user input, and 
make sure to direct users to a human repre-
sentative if needed. This ensures a seamless 
customer experience even when the chatbot 
encounters limitations.

encourage users to provide the information 
needed to achieve these goals.

2. Continuously update your chatbot’s 
knowledge base to keep it relevant and help-
ful. Regularly evaluate customer interactions 
to identify new questions or concerns, and 
incorporate appropriate responses.

5. Personalize user interactions by addressing 
customers by name and tailoring responses 
based on their preferences. Encourage users 
to provide feedback on their chatbot interac-
tions. This valuable information can help you 
identify areas for improvement and refine 
your chatbot’s performance over time.

3. Utilize rich media, such as images, videos, 
and GIFs, to make your chatbot more engag-
ing and interactive. This can help convey in-
formation more effectively and create a visu-
ally appealing user experience.

4. Create a conversational flow that guides 
users toward specific goals, such as schedul-
ing an appointment, signing up for a news-
letter, or completing a purchase. Design your 
chatbot to ask open-ended questions that

6. Segment your audience and create tailored 
chatbot experiences based on user behavior 
and preferences. This allows you to deliver 
more personalized and relevant content, ulti-
mately improving customer satisfaction and 
loyalty.

7. Promote your chatbot across multiple 
channels, such as your website, social me-
dia, and email marketing. This helps increase 
user awareness and encourages more peo-
ple to interact with your chatbot.



By learning from real-life examples, choosing the right chatbot service, and implementing action-
able strategies, local businesses can harness the power of chatbots to streamline operations, im-
prove customer experiences, and drive growth. As you embark on your chatbot journey, remember 
that success comes from continuous improvement and adaptation. Stay informed about chatbot 
trends and developments, and be prepared to evolve your chatbot strategy to meet the changing 
needs of your customers and your business.

With the knowledge and strategies provided in this ultimate guide, you’re now empowered to take 
action and integrate a chatbot into your local business. Whether you choose a pre-built platform or 
create a custom solution, your chatbot has the potential to become an invaluable asset that helps 
your business thrive in the competitive digital landscape. Don’t wait any longer—embrace the pow-
er of chatbots and elevate your local business to new heights. 

9. Integrate your chatbot with your CRM or 
marketing automation tools to streamline lead 
management and nurturing.

8. Make your chatbot’s language and tone 
consistent with your brand identity. This helps 
create a cohesive experience for users and re-
inforces your brand image.



ARE YOU TIRED OFARE YOU TIRED OF WATCHING  WATCHING YOURYOUR
COMPETITORS THRIVECOMPETITORS THRIVE

WHILE YOU STRUGGLE TO GET NOTICED?

Let us help you stand out in the crowded digital landscape. Our digital marketing ser-
vices are designed to deliver real, measurable results.

With our proven strategies, you can attract more customers, increase conversions, 
and boost your revenue.

Don’t settle for mediocre results - let us help your business thrive instead of just survive.

CONTACT US TODAY AND START SEEING THE DIFFERENCE!

Call us anytime @ 555-555-5555  Online @ www.YourWebsiteDomain.com


